WASHINGTON [AP]—Daniel P. Moynihan, controversial U.S. ambassador to the United Nations who recently complained of lack of support, submitted his resignation Monday, administration sources said.

"It is time to return to teaching," he wrote, "and such are the Harvard University."

Moynihan would resign following a United Nations.

"It is time to return to teaching," Ford accepted Moynihan's resignation "with the deepest regret and reluctance," declaring that the ambassador had "asserted our position forcefully, energetically and honestly" at the United Nations.

Thieves cleared sandwiches and soft drinks out of this refrigerator in the basement of Fisher sometime between 4 a.m. and 6 a.m. yesterday morning. (Photo by Mike Kron)
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Another round of war
BERKUT, Lebanon - The leader of Lebanon's main Christian militia said yesterday that he was reporting new arms because another round of civil war is inevitable unless radical Palestinians and Libanese are "beaten down."

"Now and tomorrow and the day after tomorrow, as long as we are obliged to defend ourselves, we will buy arms for ourselves," Phalange party chief Silmon Gemayel said in an interview with the Associated Press.

"We would be inimicals if we did the opposite."

Soviets back Popular Movement
Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhnev issued yesterday a new expansionist threat of foreign policy with Popular Movement (MPLA) forces in Angola. At the same time, 40 Dutch mercenaries were reported ready to join the two factions fighting the MPLA, with hundreds more being recruited.

There were also reports that the MPLA was considering naively a full-fledged effect of the Gulf Oil Co. of the United States does not resume production soon.

— National

Spy protection
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Stiff penalties are needed to replace the privacy protections Congress guaranteed to intelligence agents the anonymity they need, according to Rep. John Myers, R-Ind.

He is a sponsor of a bill calling for up to 10 years in prison and a $10,000 fine for anyone convicted of "identifying or tending to identify any individual as one who at any time has or is presently engaged in intelligence operations."

On Campus Today
9am-5pm — volunteer programs, peace corps and vista representatives
7pm — computer course, "Trustee茕nomic software package," rm 115 math bldg.
7pm — meeting, student workers, bulla shed.
7:30pm — prayer meeting, charismatic, la fortress hall
8 & 10pm — movie, "freaks," eng. aud., 11.
8:30pm — mock political convention, women's political caucus meeting, lib. aud.

18-inch accumulation
Snow emergency continues
By The Associated Press
A snow emergency continued through the night for northwestern Indiana, where a heavy winter storm dumped more than seven inches of snow over the weekend, bringing the ground accumulation to as much as 26 inches in some areas.

Meanwhile, the National Weather Service forecast up to two inches additional snow for the southern part of the state, with light snow flurries statewide.

Varying amounts of ice and snow were reported on roads and highways throughout the state, and police attributed three chain reaction collisions caused by the weather, one of them involving a fatality.

The weekend storm paralyzed the South Bend and LaPorte areas, which reported a total 18 and 28 inches respectively, and forced officials to close all schools and roads, except the Indiana Toll Road and Interstate 65. Several roads in Lake, LaPorte, Jasper, Porter, Pulaski and St. Joseph counties were closed by drifting snow but officials said most were expected to be open by midday Tuesday. South Bend and LaPorte police said city streets were passable.

An area of extremely cold temperatures followed in the wake of the storm, holding highs in the teens statewide Tuesday and prompting the weather bureau to forecast lows below the 10-degree mark for all areas except extreme southern Indiana, where the thermostat was expected to climb as high as 21 degrees.

The rigid temperatures kept roads and highways covered with ice, with state police reporting all snow roads-covered, slick and hazardous in the north; normal to slick in spots, with slick secondary roads, in central Indiana, and normal with some scattered slick spots in the south, where Indiana 39 south of Tampico and Indiana 256 west of Austin were reported closed by high water.

Temperatures were expected to warm slightly under cloudy skies Tuesday, with highs forecast for the low 20s to mid 30s. and a 20 per cent chance of light snow late in the day in extreme northwest Indiana. The only weather-related fatality reported so far was in Crown Point, where Sandra L. McCauley, 27, Hammond, was killed Sunday afternoon when she slid out her car at the scene of a five-vehicle pileup on a city street. State police said the 27-year-old was one of the autos involved in the crash and had stepped outside her vehicle when she was hit by an oncoming car.

Eleven cars and trucks were involved in a chain reaction collision near 49 north of Michigan City Sunday. Fifteen people received minor injuries in the crash.

Injuries were minor in a 12-car pileup in LaPorte County. Six people were involved in a collision on Interstate 94 north of Michigan City Sunday. Fifteen people received minor injuries in the crash.
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The public is invited to a meeting of the American Association of Law Schools held Dec. 4-6, 15 applicants have visited the campus.

Dr. Darby O'Gill, University philosophy professor and raconteur-extraordinaire, has issued an invitation to the entire University community to a birthday party in his honor.

The party will be held at Darby's Place, the late-night resort of campus publications, and the list of candidates for four faculty positions:

"It is the greatest faculty search the law school has engaged in eight years," David Darby, the law school dean said yesterday. Darby is making an all-out effort to hire top-notch faculty members. The four openings make up one fourth of the full-time staff.

Women are among the candidates submitted to the President for confirmation, Link said.

"A great emphasis has been placed on attracting qualified women," Prof. David Campbell added.

Of the 60 candidates interviewed at the American Association of Law Schools meeting held Dec. 4-6, 15 applicants have visited the campus.

Commence precisely on the stroke of midnight. A birthday cake and ice cream, as well as liquid refreshment, will be served.

In a statement issued through his spokesperson, Fr. Robert Griffin, University chaplain, O'Gill denied, "I will be reaching the advanced age of sixty tonight and wish to celebrate the occasion with all my friends."

O'Gill, founder and proprietor of Darby's Place, also commented on the new manager, Freshman Joe Gill. "The youngster is not doing too bad and I think we'll keep him around for laughs."

O'Gill recently received an honorary doctorate of transcontinental obfuscation from the University of Swaziland for his definitive analysis of the Vatican's recent decree on sex in an article entitled "Paul's Problem: A Son of a B-" to the "Guide to the Vatican's Sex to Go."
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NOTRE DAME — SAINT MARY'S THEATRE TRYOUTS FOR MY HEART'S IN THE HIGHLANDS by William Saroyan
Tuesday, February 3 at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 4 at 7:00 p.m.

10 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME COULD SAVE A FRIEND'S LIFE.

The Indiana Public Interest Research Group will be having an organizational meeting to discuss possible research projects for this semester. We encourage everyone to come and let us answer your questions about the projects and about INPIRG.

FEB. 4 — 9:00 P.M.
LaFORTUNE RATHSKELLER
Outlook dismal for spring concerts

by Gregg B. Bangs
Senior Staff Reporter

The outlook for concerts at Notre Dame this spring semester looks dismal, according to Gabe Zarnoti, student union concert commissioner.

"We've been spending money to offer people and having them rejected for some reason or another," Zarnoti said. Among those contacted and their reasons for rejection were: Casey King, because the building was too big for her; Bachman-Turner Overdrive, because they don't play on college campuses and Cat Stevens, for the same reason.

In general, the lack of concerts can be directly attributed to the lack of groups on tour. "It's simple to explain," Zarnoti noted. "All the big, monster bands went on tour in the fall. There's no reason for them to tour in the winter and early spring because the market's not as big.

Peter Kernan, editor and publisher of the River City Review, concurs with Zarnoti on this point.

"The fall is a good time to go on tour, especially on college campuses with their big weekends," Kernan explained. "After the first of the year, touring generally drops off because the financial situation is not as good. Most groups will take a vacation, then get ready to hit the outdoor concerts in the late spring, early summer. There's more money in outdoor concerts," he added.

Collegiate Seminar head dies after lengthy illness

Ivo H. Thomas, director of Collegiate Seminar and a professor in the General Program of Liberal Studies, died last Wednesday morning after an illness of several months. He was 64.

He was born in Niles and had resided at 1356 Merrifield Ave., Niles, Mich. Thomas had resided at 1356 Merrifield Ave., Niles, Mich. He was 64.

Funeral Home, 615 E. Main, Niles, will be open from 2 to 9 p.m. and 9 to 11 a.m. today. The Funeral Mass will be at 10 a.m. tomorrow in Sacred Heart Church of Notre Dame. Burial will be in Calvary Cemetery, Niles.

Born in London, England, Thomas attended Queen's College at Oxford University, where he received bachelor and master's degrees in philosophy and the classics, and later was awarded S.T.L. and S.T.M. degrees from the English Dominican College in New York.

He came to Notre Dame as a visiting professor of philosophy in 1958 and after intermittent teaching appointments at the University, passed on the General Program faculty in 1964.

A specialist in mathematical logic, he was the author of several articles published in Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic, Journal of Symbolic Logic, Mind, Blackfriars, Classical World, Philosophical Quarterly, and other magazines. He is survived by his wife, Dorothy.

However, Kernan did not believe the reason for performers like Wings had anything to do with the ACC. One of the main reasons for Wings being a favorite of the ACC was its high ticket prices.

Kernan also noted that concerts are doing a little better in nearby Kalamazoo and Fort Wayne. "Wings Stadium in Kalamazoo might attract a performer there more than ND for a few reasons," he said. "Wings charges a straight top rate general admission ticket compared to Notre Dame's graduated ticket prices. There's more money. Also, Wings is located in an area where several colleges can reach it. They sell out practically every concert up there. It's known as a "safe" market," he added.

The fact that the ACC is the site of basketball, hockey and other events also makes scheduling precarious, according to Kernan.

English groups generally stay away from the ACC. "English groups have a strict time limit on their concerts," he said. "They go to the ACC because the weather might attract a performer there. You can bet a big group like the Who is going to spend a part of the spring tour. You can bet a big group like the Who is going to spend a part of the spring tour. You can bet a big group like the Who is going to spend a part of the spring tour. You can bet a big group like the Who is going to spend a part of the spring tour."

Kernan thought things would look better in South Bend with the reopening of the 2,800-seat Civic Center, he said. "If a "two-thousand" package could be found, he'd be all for it."

Notre Dame athletic department must eliminate sex discrimination

by Jean O'Meara
Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame athletic board must comply with the regulations of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 regarding elimination of sex discrimination by July 26, 1976. Title IX states: "No person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."

Such controversy has continued since the President's enactment that Federal funds be spent to allocate funds must be spent to ensure that all schools clarify the regulations. Groups are still lobbying to have Title IX repealed.

Mr. Miriam Jones, assistant to the provost, thinks that the clause in the memorandum emphasizing "reasonableness" is the only rational approach to use in evaluating Notre Dame's compliance.

The memorandum states, "The point of the regulation is not so inflexible as to require identical treatment in each of the matters listed. During the process of self-evaluation, institutions should examine all of the athletic opportunities for men and women and make a determination as to whether such an equal opportunity to compete in athletics in a meaningful way exists."

Jones thinks that Notre Dame's program should match the degree of interest the students have in a given sport. "There should be no fixed quotas," she said. In a recent survey of 5 major college conferences, about 2 percent of the athletic budget was allotted to women's sports.

The Chronicle of Higher Education published the study using U.C.L.A. and the universities of Michigan, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri. Jones said that they actually no way of determining the percentage allotted at Notre Dame at the present time. Women do not participate in revenue earning varsity sports, however, among the club sports, the distribution is even. Jones said that if a "women's sport" were upgraded, women's varsity sport next year begins, perhaps fencing or tennis. Jones said.

This would be a normal development in the women's sports program, she added.

Ivor H. Thomas, recently appointe coordinator of women's sports at Notre Dame, agreed. "But," she said, "we must be very sure that we are top rate, for having a woman's varsity sport do poorly, when the male sports traditionally do so, revered, would be a catastrophe."

The safest and best way to varsity sports," said Hotvedt, "is through a compromise proposal. At present the club sports include fencing, tennis, golf, field hockey and basketball. The closest to varsity status, according to Hotvedt, are fencing and tennis."

Hotvedt would create a new classification of sports, labeling fencing and tennis "interim sports." After (continued on page 7)
The House of Representatives' roll call vote on the withdrawal of pro-Western forces in Angola marks another step in Congress' double-time march back to the isolationism of the 1930s. Congress, in its own way, is doing what F. Kennedy's declaration that "we shall pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe to assure the survival and success of liberty." Instead it marches to the call for retreat in the quiet and touching hope that if America only holds its head deep enough the world's problems will go away.

Angola is a remote country and until recently it was an obscure one. But in international politics and strategic the tumult that is a small, independent world is only too true. Angola lies on the oil and many of those materials are found in Angola and neighboring countries of South and Central Africa. A partial list of the mineral wealth includes: gold, diamonds, copper, tin, tungsten, uranium, tin. Angola also borders South Africa, a racial powder-keg the Russians would love to set off with an Angola-based guerrilla movement. But the importance of the current crises in Angola goes beyond the situation in Africa. The U.S. is now engaged in a risky but essential business of trying to negotiate a reasonable settlement with the Soviets. The detente negotiations depend on both sides being convinced they have more to gain from negotiating for what they want rather than simply seizing it. Why should the Russians make any agreements to reduce international tensions when they can profit immensely from tensions America seems prepared to support?

This connection between what happens in Angola and what happens in another was at the heart of the "domino theory" scorned by opponents of the Vietnam war. The domino analogy, like all analogies, simplifies things, but it looks like the theory is right. When Vietnam fell so did Cambodia and Laos. The Communist guerrilla movement in Thailand is reviving with support from China and North Vietnam and so is the long-dormant Malay communist movement in Indonesia. There are rumblings in Korea and several South East Asian nations are edging closer to political and economic ties with Vietnam (a futile hope that they will not be able to catch up with). The domino theory predicted that success in Vietnam would lead to Communist adventurism elsewhere. The first "elsewhere" are Angola and the half of African nations the Russians and Chinese are trying to take.

Congress' reaction to this expansion is to cut the defense budget and make pretty speeches about how everyone should stay home. No doubt the Russians are as justified. The current isolationism, of course, is due to the country's catastrophic experience in Vietnam. The senators and congressmen who voted for aid to the pro-Western puppet groups in Angola think they have learned their lesson from Vietnam.

They have learned the wrong lesson. It is not true that the war in Vietnam was not because we tried to stop Communist expansion or because Communist guerrillas are unbeatable but because we put too many limits on the use of our power and escalated so slowly that they were able to build up their power with Russian and Chinese backing. Why so many who insist on fighting with both hands tied behind your back will you lose. That is what Americans must fear. You must fight to have a chance. And we will have to fight. It's a possibility we must be ready to go anywhere, when we close our eyes. America good intentions to go anywhere, when we close our eyes. America needs eyes after World War I, Europe tried in the thirties. That is what we must be ready to fight. That is what we must be prepared to fight.

The fear there will be none in ours.

Bill Buchanan
Edward Sorein Comes to America

E DITOR' S N O T E: Thi s article is part of a series of articles, in honor of the bicenten­nial, which depict the growth of Notre Dame in the American nation. 

Edward Frederick Sorin was born on the 6th day of February, 1814. He was the seventh of nine children born to a farmer, Jean Sorin de la Gauzulterie and his wife, Marie Anne Louise Griselda de la Marguliere. As a child, Edward was polite, frank, dignified, and an outstanding pupil. He also had a natural aptitude that made him a leader in play and study. Once when one of his teachers punished him, Sorin was so obessen with what he thought was the injustice of the punishment that he refused to go to tach school that teacher!

At the age of twelve, he began to study Latin. The knowledge of this language enabled him to understand better the liturgy of the Church. He enjoyed imitating the priest at the altar. Among his friends, young Sorin would contrive some childish vestments, make an altar and go through the priestly motions, thereby surprising his youthful congregation.

Edward continued his studies until he finally made up his mind to become a priest. He entered the Little Seminary at Precigne and then the Major Seminary in LeMans. He was ordained a priest on May 27, 1838.

While a student at the Seminary at LeMans, Father Sorin became acquainted with the Abbe Moreau. This distinguished preacher had formed a society of priests to aid him in preaching retreats to the people. At the request of a fellow priest, the aging Father Dujarier (who had formed a band of young men who engaged in teaching, under the name of The Brothers of St. Joseph), the young and zealous Abbe Moreau also took charge of this group. In time the two communities were united under the title of the Congregation of the Holy Cross, retaining the original features of both Communities, as preachers of the gospel and teachers of youth. Father Sorin became one of the first members of the new congregation. A little later, Father Moreau organized the Sisters of the Holy Cross. Although this society was under the direction of Father Moreau and in this country under Father Sorin, it was never united with the Congregation of the Holy Cross. Yet the Sisters are engaged in the work-teaching the young and caring for the sick.

As stated previously, Bishop Bute and later Bishop Hallandiere appealed to the French orders for members to work in the Vincennes diocese in Indiana. Many in the Congregation volunteered. Finally six Brothers were chosen—Brothers Vincent Anselm, and Gatto for teaching and three others for manual work—Brothers Josephm, Francis Xavier, and Lawrence. Young Father Sorin would head the group. After many postponements, mostly due to lack of finances, the small group left the Mother House at LeMans on Aug. 5, 1841 and 3 days later from the port of Havre, Father Moreau lamented the departure of Sorin.

"More than ever, I feel the loss I have suffered in giving you to America... It seems to me that all of the members of our family of Holy Cross, you are the one for whom I have the most esteem, to whom I have given the utmost confidence and the most affection, and I will suffer until my death that I am not with you in America..."

Their ship, the Iowa, sailed into New York harbor on September 13, thirty-nine days late. They were met in New York by Samuel Breyer, a friend of the Bishop of Vincennes, Bishop de la Hallandiere. Breyer was to play an important part in the early foundation of Notre Dame. Mr. Breyer brought the little band to the Bishop of New York, Bishop John Dubois, with whom they spent an entire day.

On Sept. 16, they left New York on a steamboat. They traveled up the Hudson River to the Erie Canal, and then westward to Buffalo. Father Sorin and Brother Vincent made a detour to see Niagara Falls. After that, they took another steamboat ride across Lake Erie to Toledo. The passage on Lake Erie was extremely rough, much more so than anything they had experienced on the Atlantic. Twice the ship was forced to seek land. The group was greatly overjoyed on arriving at Toledo. They took another boat to Miami, and then another to Napoleon. After Napoleon, they hired 2 horses and carts. After being robbed the fired group passed through Defiance and changed back to water conveyance to Fort Wayne, Logansport, and Vincennes. Finally, on Sunday morning, Oct. 10, 1841, they beheld the Cathedral tower at Vincennes. Bishop de la Hallandiere and Father Sorin said a Mass of Thanksgiving. Father Sorin and his group had arrived! 

Neatly O地处o to South Bend. 

Bob Grant
Women athletes disagree over Olympics’ mandatory sex test

The Justice and Peace Commis­sion has made 4 more major financial grants, two to schools, one to a White County, Indiana youth pro­gram, and one to a South Bend parish, according to Fr. Francis J. Quinlivan, commission director. Thirteen other grants had been previously announced.

The Justice and Peace Commis­sion was established in 1973 to enable the Holy Cross Fathers to contribute, individually and as a community, a fund to be shared with the poor and underprivileged.

INNSBRUCK, Austria (AP)—"It is a challenge to our identity," said Tamara Moskvina, a former USSR figure skating star who is now a coach.

The 1,089 athletes who begin competition Wednesday, 248 are women. Before they are allowed to compete, each woman must undergo a sex test. A smear is taken from inside the jaw and if labora­tory tests of the smear show a preponderance of male hormones, the competitor is declaredineligible for women’s competition.

"I think it’s hysterical," said Anne Henning of Northbrook, Ill., a gold medalist in speed skating four years ago at Sarajevo and now a television commentator. "They even gave me a certificate showing I am a woman. I have it hanging in my bedroom."

Dorothy Hamill of Riverside, Conn., America’s chief hope for the women’s figure skating title, faced up to the matter at a formal news conference. "It doesn’t bother me," she said.

Karen Kunzle, a Swiss figure skater, and the team leader, Jacqueline Alice Itschner, said they could understand some resentment in America, where the women’s lib movement is strong, but added that, as Swiss, they could accept it.

"After all, I think the problem is not with the Winter Games but with the Summer Games," Ms. Itschner said.

Fr. Dran Hanley, head of the U.S. Olympic team medical force and a member of the IOC panel, said he couldn’t have said it better.

"It’s a matter of philosophy," he said, explaining why men were not similarly checked. "Men are more muscular and stronger. A man with feminine tendencies would not have an advantage. A woman with male tendencies definitely would."
Represent 10 cities
 Indiana Citizens Council on Alcoholism formed

**FEF rule unconstitutional**

Alarmed by the growing problems of alcoholism in the state, citizens today announced the formation of the Indiana Citizens Council on Alcoholism to force its newly elected president, Rich- ard D. (Dick) Kussing, to explain this rea-son for the formation of the council. ‘‘Even though there are an estimated 10 million alcoholics in Indiana, affecting at least half a million Indiana families—spouses, children, and employers, and on the state spends only .09 cents per capita on programs for alcoholics,’’ said Gelzleichter.

Kussing warns America to unify its foreign policy

LOS ANGELES (AP) - America had better unify behind its foreign policy, Kussing warned last night, or it faces ‘‘enormous potentialities for conflict,’’ said the council, according to Gelzleichter, adding, ‘‘The problem is it is mostly negative spending,’’ since the cost of the field in which we should have in Indiana.

The project, in conjunction with the Federal Election Commission, was to distribute a matching campaign fund to candidates as quickly as applications can be checked this month. The Federal Election Commission has approved $4.9 million to the campaign finance law can be rewritten by the Federal Election Commission for the commission, but the project is gone, ruled out limits for campaigns not using federal dollars.

**IU history professor to give American Scene lecture**

The Influence of European Thinking on the American Revolution, a part of the topic of the next American Scene lecture sponsored by the Bloomington Public Library, will be presented by Dr. Robert Byrnes, distinguished professor of history at Indiana University and director of the Russian and East European Institute at the University. The lecture will be held at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, February 3, in Carroll Hall, located in the main building. A graduate of Amherst College and Harvard University, Dr. Byrnes has traveled extensively within the Soviet Union and throughout Eastern Europe. He has lectured at more than 100 American colleges and universities and served as visiting professor in the Soviet Union and Asia. He is past president of the American Historical Association and, in 1961, was the recipient of an honorary Doctor of Letters degree awarded by Saint Mary’s College.

The American Scene lecture series is sponsored by the Bloomington Public Library, the Saint Mary’s College departments of education, English, speech and hearing, political science, and performing arts, and the Bicenten- nial Festival Planning Committee.

**IU history professor to give American Scene lecture**

WALTERS (AP) - ‘‘enormous potentialities for conflict,’’ said the council, according to Gelzleichter, adding, ‘‘The problem is it is mostly negative spending,’’ since the cost of the field in which we should have in Indiana.

Kussing warns America to unify its foreign policy

LOS ANGELES (AP) - America had better unify behind its foreign policy, Kussing warned last night, or it faces ‘‘enormous potentialities for conflict,’’ said the council, according to Gelzleichter, adding, ‘‘The problem is it is mostly negative spending,’’ since the cost of the field in which we should have in Indiana.

Kussing told a panel discussion before a large crowd that ‘‘the American people feel that this goal is a world war, the proliferation of emerging nations, who are full of world. We have always had, although the country and shape the world’s future, as it still has opportunities to control Soviet military strength—all of this capital of its funds for alcoholism of neighboring states as Michigan, programs,’’ said Gelzleichter.

‘‘Alcoholism is costing industry millions of dollars,’’ McCaffrey said. ‘‘Besides, the loss of life, the economic costs resulting from alcohol related traffic deaths, other violent deaths, and crimes, are immeasurable; our court costs for alcohol related traffic violations are astronomical; the loss of tax revenue from the unproductive, unrehabilitated alcoholics is substantial, and a large amount of money due to alcohol-caused unemployment, family deserts, child abuse and so on are rating.’’

‘‘There is a growing problem of alcoholism among our youth. It is a threat to the growth of the nation, to the health of the nation and to the future of the nation.’’

**IU history professor to give American Scene lecture**

The Influence of European Thinking on the American Revolution, a part of the topic of the next American Scene lecture sponsored by the Bloomington Public Library, will be presented by Dr. Robert Byrnes, distinguished professor of history at Indiana University and director of the Russian and East European Institute at the University. The lecture will be held at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, February 3, in Carroll Hall, located in the main building. A graduate of Amherst College and Harvard University, Dr. Byrnes has traveled extensively within the Soviet Union and throughout Eastern Europe. He has lectured at more than 100 American colleges and universities and served as visiting professor in the Soviet Union and Asia. He is past president of the American Historical Association and, in 1961, was the recipient of an honorary Doctor of Letters degree awarded by Saint Mary’s College.

The American Scene lecture series is sponsored by the Bloomington Public Library, the Saint Mary’s College departments of education, English, speech and hearing, political science, and performing arts, and the Bicentennial Festival Planning Committee.
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**IU history professor to give American Scene lecture**

The Influence of European Thinking on the American Revolution, a part of the topic of the next American Scene lecture sponsored by the Bloomington Public Library, will be presented by Dr. Robert Byrnes, distinguished professor of history at Indiana University and director of the Russian and East European Institute at the University. The lecture will be held at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, February 3, in Carroll Hall, located in the main building. A graduate of Amherst College and Harvard University, Dr. Byrnes has traveled extensively within the Soviet Union and throughout Eastern Europe. He has lectured at more than 100 American colleges and universities and served as visiting professor in the Soviet Union and Asia. He is past president of the American Historical Association and, in 1961, was the recipient of an honorary Doctor of Letters degree awarded by Saint Mary’s College.

The American Scene lecture series is sponsored by the Bloomington Public Library, the Saint Mary’s College departments of education, English, speech and hearing, political science, and performing arts, and the Bicentennial Festival Planning Committee.
**Powerful teams emerging in interhall b-ball competition**

by Ray O’Brien

The Interhall Basketball league standings have taken to shape as several undefeated teams met for the first time. League I was the only quiet league as both Morrisey I and Fisher I continued their winning ways. Morrissey I stretched it’s undefeated streak to five by romping over second place Off-Campus I by a score of 59-34. Bill Murphy and John Lich scored 16 and 11 points respectively for the winners. O.C. I dropped to 2-2 and third place in the standings. Fisher I picked up a forfeit victory to up their record to 4-0 and a share of first place.

Off-Campus III had a big week while remaining undefeated and tied for first place in League II with Keenan I. II began when O.C. III knocked off previously unbeaten St. Ed’s by a score of 71-51. The winners relied on a balanced attack with four players scoring double figures led by a high of 14 points by Carl Thompson and Joe Montana. Reggie Reed scored 15 points in a losing cause while St. Ed’s record dropped to 3-1.

Later in the week O.C. III upset their record to 5-0 by routing Pangborn I 47-38. This time team I played up to their potential in the way with a game high of 18 points. Meanwhile Keenan I stayed at the top by routing Morrissey II by a score of 76-51. Four men were in double figures for Keenan with Dennis Kelly taking game honors with 18 points. John O’Donnell had 17 points for Morrissey.

Dillon III came out victorious in a battle of undefeateds in League III as they slaughtered Flanner III 51-29. Flanner’s Ross Christensen scored a game high of 15 points. Flanner III dropped to second place with a 5-1 record.

Cavanaugh I kept up with Dillon by posting two wins during the week. First Cavanaugh I defeated Iona 51-35 as Bill Schaffner, Bob Morris and Pat Kennedy were all in double figures. Cavanaugh is now 5-0.

Alumni II came from behind to defeat Flanner IV 52-44 and capture sole possession of first place in League IV. Jim Kelly, Bob Bigger and Dave Boshele both poured in double figures for Keenan with 18 and 12 points respectively for the winners. O.C. I tied for the winners. O.C. I

Women’s basketball team edges Northwestern, 43-34

by Eileen O’Grady

Saturday afternoon was not as sad for some basketball players as others. In fact, the women’s bas­ketball team felt very proud of themselves. They beat previously undefeated Northwestern Universi­ty 43-34.

Irish coach Sally Duffy termed it “a total team effort. Almost the whole team played and really played well,” she explained. Also “this is the first time we really had balance of scoring.”

Co-captain Mary Clemency was again the high scorer for the Irish with nine points. But guard Carol Lally connected for eight points and Bonita Bradshaw, Maureen Maloney and Marge Meagher each racked up six points.

“Our defense probably won the game for us,” Duffy continued. “This is the first time we had good defense without fouling.”

In the past the Irish had a problem with starters fouling out. Mary Clemency’s foul out in their last home game against St. Mary’s was a major reason for the Notre Dame loss. Also in the loss to Indiana, two Irish centers fouled out. Against the Wildcats, Notre Dame had great success with their centers. “This is the strongest game we’ve had from the center position,” Duffy said. Bob Bonita Bradshaw, the starting center, and Maureen Maloney scored six points. “Bonita also did a good job intimidating them,” she added.

Maloney scored her points in the last seven minutes of the game on three successive drives. These were the crucial points for Notre Dame since Northwestern had taken the lead by four.

With two minutes left in the game, the Irish were facing down at 41,40. Duffy knew that it was going to be a battle down to the wire. She started her key people when the game was tied at 40.

The next game for the Irish will be an away game against Althion College. The women will feature a doubleheader weekend of basketball with the Irish women opening against Indiana University at Fort Wayne and Northern Illinois University on Feb. 13 and 14.

Freshman Bernard Rencher has dazzled the Irish crowds with his passing ability. [Photo by Chris Smith]

Rencher making the switch

by Fred Horst

The transition from high school to life at Notre Dame is difficult for some students. And the individual is from the busy streets of New York, the transition to the slow pace, often startling. Notre Dame campus can be even more difficult. And if the individual is from the streets of New York and also playing varsity basketball at Notre Dame, the transition can be almost impossible.

While Bernard Rencher isn’t the first to leave school and go, he is from the city, and the city is what makes him special. He has been hard to start, especially in my social life. But the hardest change of all is the books.

But one thing that Bernard isn’t finding the transition difficult is on the basketball court. “College ball isn’t that much of a change for me. The tempo is faster than what I was prepared for, so the first part of the season was out of shape. I’m just now getting into top form physically. But he’s a long way from being satisfied with his play,” his jump-shooter is really messed up, I have to get my game together to be an asset offensively,” he stated. As the short-thrower, Rencher understands Coach Digger Phelps’ desire to use his more experienced players in crucial situations, but he is finding that it is a very effective strategy.

Before he can “get his game together” however, he needs something that he hasn’t been getting too much of — playing time. Rencher understands Coach Digger Phelps’ desire to use his more experienced players in crucial situations, but like any good player he won’t be satisfied unless he plays every minute of every game. While Rencher isn’t seeing a great deal of playing time, Phelps is aware of his abilities. “Bernard’s made great strides. He has great potential, all he needs is experience. I feel that he’ll be a big contributor before the season is over. He’s the greatest pass I’ve ever seen come out of high school,” Phelps remarked.

After having scored 1,253 career points while playing for Queens Catholic last season, Rencher had the luxury of coming in off the bench to score his first career point. Tom Thompson and Dave Gorecki scored 14 and 18 respectively for Notre Dame while Rencher had only scored two points.

The Irish were able to hold off a strong second half run by the Fighting Irish. The Irish lead ended at 51-45 with just over two minutes left in the game. The way the game played out, the Irish had control of the game with only two minutes to go.

Bernard Rencher scored nine points to help the Irish win. In the last seven minutes of the game on three successive drives. These were the crucial points for Notre Dame since Northwestern had taken the lead by four.

With two minutes left in the game, the Irish were facing down at 41,40. Duffy knew that it was going to be a battle down to the wire. She started her key players when the game was tied at 40.

The next game for the Irish will be an away game against Althion College. The women will feature a doubleheader weekend of basketball with the Irish women opening against Indiana University at Fort Wayne and Northern Illinois University on Feb. 13 and 14.

Lewis beats Walsh, Farley tops B-P in women’s I-H

by Eileen O’Grady

Women’s Interhall Basketball completed its fourth round of competition Sunday with Lewis providing the surprise of the afternoon by edging Lyons by one point. Farley took its fourth game and Walsh won over Farley (1) by forfeit.

Lewis 24 Lyons 23

The game was a surprising upset since Lewis entered the contest 6-3 and Lyons had only lost one game. But Lewis was hot, scoring 11 points in the eight minute first quarter. Lewis kept the lead for the rest of the game, led primarily by Helene Gormaz who scored 10 points. Lewis did manage to put up a good fight in the fourth quarter when they outscored Lewis nine to three.

**Women’s basketball team edges Northwestern, 43-34**

by Eileen O’Grady

Saturday afternoon was not as sad for some basketball players as others. In fact, the women’s basketball team felt very proud of themselves. They beat previously undefeated Northwestern University 43-34.

Irish coach Sally Duffy termed it "a total team effort. Almost the whole team played and really played well," she explained. "Also this is the first time we really had balance of scoring."

Co-captain Mary Clemency was again the high scorer for the Irish with nine points. But guard Carol Lally connected for eight points and Bonita Bradshaw, Maureen Maloney and Marge Meagher each racked up six points.

"Our defense probably won the game for us," Duffy continued. "This is the first time we had good defense without fouling."

In the past the Irish had a problem with starters fouling out. Mary Clemency's foul out in their last home game against St. Mary's was a major reason for the Notre Dame loss. Also in the loss to Indiana, two Irish centers fouled out.

Against the Wildcats, Notre Dame had great success with their centers. "This is the strongest game we've had from the center position," Duffy said. Both Bonita Bradshaw, the starting center, and Maureen Maloney scored six points. "Bonita also did a good job intimidating them," she added.

Maloney scored her points in the last seven minutes of the game on three successive drives. These were the crucial points for Notre Dame since Northwestern had taken the lead by four.

With two minutes left in the game, the Irish were facing down at 41,40. Duffy knew that it was going to be a battle down to the wire. She started her key players when the game was tied at 40.

The next game for the Irish will be an away game against Althion College. The women will feature a doubleheader weekend of basketball with the Irish women opening against Indiana University at Fort Wayne and Northern Illinois University on Feb. 13 and 14.

Lewis beats Walsh, Farley tops B-P in women's I-H

by Eileen O’Grady

Women’s Interhall Basketball completed its fourth round of competition Sunday with Lewis providing the surprise of the afternoon by edging Lyons by one point. Farley took its fourth game and Walsh won over Farley (1) by forfeit.

Lewis 24 Lyons 23

The game was a surprising upset since Lewis entered the contest 6-3 and Lyons had only lost one game. But Lewis was hot, scoring 11 points in the eight minute first quarter. Lewis kept the lead for the rest of the game, led primarily by Helene Gormaz who scored 10 points. Lewis did manage to put up a good fight in the fourth quarter when they outscored Lewis nine to three.

Lyons put on a very effective full court press which intimidated Lewis but it wasn't enough to win the game.

Farley 15 Brein-Phillips 10

Once again undefeated Farley came on strong to easily take this game and get a better grip on their second championship in a row. Guard Chris Datzman looked im­mense in the press, scoring with seven points. Four of those were scored on two first break layups in a row. Farley had a good shooting percentage on the whole and made their rebounds good.

Andrea Smith, playing center for Brein-Phillips, led their scoring with four points, but Farley domi­nated the whole game.

The present standings are: Farley 4-0, Walsh 3-1, BP 1-3, Farley (1) 1-3, Lewis 1-3.